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Long-time behavior of two-point functions of a quantum harmonic oscillator 
interacting with bosons 

Asao Arai 
Department of Mathematics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan 

(Received 18 August 1988; accepted for publication 8 February 1989) 

A class of exactly soluble models of a one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator 
interacting with bosons moving in the d-dimensional space Rd is considered and the long-time 
behavior of the two-point function of the oscillator at zero temperature and at finite 
temperatures is analyzed. It is shown that the two-point functions decay with a power-law 
respectively as the time tends to infinity and that, in the case where the boson is massless, the 
two-point function at zero temperature decays faster than'those at finite temperatures, while, 
in the case where the boson is massive, they decay with the same order. Further, the 
dependence of the decay order on d as well as on the infrared behavior of the one-boson energy 
and the momentum cutoff function in the interaction Hamiltonian is clarified in each case. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN RESULTS 

In a previous paper, I we considered a general class of 
models of a one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator 
coupled to infinitely many bosons in the Hilbert space 

Y = L 2(R) ®Ys(~)' (1.1) 

where Y s (~) is the symmetric (Boson) Fock space over a 
complex Hilbert space ~ [e.g., Ref. 2 (§II.4) ]. The unper
turbed (free) Hamiltonian of each model in the class has the 
common form 

( 1.2) 

Here a is the annihilation operator of the oscillator acting in 
L 2 (R), dr (h) is the second quantization of a non-negative 
self-adjoint operator h (the one-particle free Hamiltonian of 
the boson) [e.g., Ref. 3 (§X.7)], I denotes identity, and 
Wo > 0 is a constant parameter denoting the circular frequen
cy of the oscillator. The interaction part (perturbation) HI 
is given by a general form quadratic in the annihilation and 
creation operators for the bosons and the oscillator. (For the 
detailed form of HI' see Ref. 1. But, in the present paper, we 
do not need it.) It was proved in Ref. 1 that, under some 
conditions, the total Hamiltonian 

(1.3 ) 

is unitarily equivalent to dr(h) + Eo [acting in Y s (~)] 
with a real constant Eo and hence, in particular, all the possi
ble embedded eigenvalues of Ho, except for the zero eigenval
ue, disappear under the perturbation. Further, in the case 
~ = L 2(Rd

), taking Ho as 

(1.4) 

with a rotation invariant function w on Rd and a parameter 
r> 0 and changing the parameters in HI> we showed that the 
class gives a unified description of standard models of a one
dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator coupled to bo
sons, containing the following ones: 

(M 1) (The RW A oscillator; r = 1) (e.g., Refs. 4-7) 

H = woa*a ®I + I®dr(w) + a® b(p)* + a* ®b(p). 

(M2) (The Schwabl-Thirring model; r = 1/2) (e.g., 
Refs. 6, 8-13) 

H = woa*a®I + I® dr(WI/2) + q®ifl(p). 

(M3) (r = 1/2) 

H = !p2 ®I + I®dr(w I/2 ) 

+ (wU2)(q ® I - I ® ifl(p»)2 - !wo' 

Here b ( f),JEL 2 (Rd 
), is the (smeared) boson annihilation 

operator acting in Ys(L 2(Rd »), qER denotes the position' of 
the oscillator,p = - id /dq, 

ifl(f) = (1/~){b(W-l/y)* + b(w-I/Y)}, 

and p is a cutoff function. 
The model (M3) may be regarded as a simplified ver

sion of a three-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator 
minimally coupled to a quantized radiation field with an 
ultraviolet cutoff (e.g., Ref. 14 and references therein). 

In the present paper, taking ~ = L 2(Rd
) with Ho giv

en by (1.4), we investigate the long-time behavior of the 
two-point function at the zero temperature defined by 

( 1.5) 

and that at a finite temperature /3 - I > 0 given symbolically 
by 

( 1.6) 

where q(t) is the time evolution of q by the total Hamilto
nian H given by (1.3) 

( 1.7) 

n is the ground state of H, and Tr denotes the trace [strictly 
speaking, the rhs of (1.6) is defined as an infinite volume 
limit of a finite volume approximation of the quantum sys
tem under consideration]. As we shall see below, W(tI,t2 ) 

[resp. Wp (t1,t2)] has a characteristic form common to all 
the models in the class. We are mainly interested in the fol
lowing aspects: 

( I) The dependence of the order of the time decay on the 
dimension d, r, and on the infrared property of the functions 
of w andp [i.e., the behavior of w(k) andp(k) as k .... O]. 

(II) The difference of the time decay between the case of 
finite temperatures (0 </3 < (0) and that of the zero tem
perature ({3 = (0). 

(III) The difference of the time decay between the 
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massless case [infk w(k) = 0] and the massive case 
[infk w(k) > 0]. 

We remark that we can not expect an exponential decay 
for the two-point functions, because we assume that H is 
bounded from below to define them; this follows from a gen
eral theorem (Ref. 15, §7.3, Theorem 3.3). See also Appen
dix C in the present paper. 

The problem of the long-time behavior of two-point 
functions (or correlation functions) of a quantum harmonic 
oscillator coupled to a heat bath (an infinite system of bo
sons) has recently been discussed in the statistical physics 
literature (e.g., Refs. 6, 12, 16, and 17; cf. also Ref. 10 for a 
field theoretical discussion) and some partial results have 
been obtained with some concrete models [mainly those re
lated to the models (M 1 ) and (M2) ]. In these works, how
ever, the authors make an ad hoc assumption on the spectral 
density of the correlation function or on the memory kernel 
in the Langevin equation. This procedure formally corre
sponds to taking a special form for the cutoff function p in 
our Hamiltonian formalism. In the present paper, we do not 
make such an ad hoc assumption and consider the models as 
generally as possible. Accordingly, our results include as 
special cases the partial results on the long-time behavior 
mentioned above and generalize on them. At the end of this 
section, after stating our results, we shall give a more de
tailed comparison of our results with those obtained in the 
other works. 

We now proceed to describe the two-point functions in 
our models. 

Let w\ be a non-negative, continuously differentiable, 
and monotone increasing function on (0,00) such that 
w\ (x) ---> 00 as X---> 00 with the derivative w; (x) > 0 for all 
x>O. We set 

m=infw\(x);;.O. (1.8) 
x>o 

The rotation invariant function w on Rd is defined by 

w(k)=w\(lkl), kERd. (1.9) 

The cutoff function p is a real-valued continuous function in 
L 2(Rd

) such that 

(p(k)2 dk <00, (1.10) 
JR" w(k) 

and 

(1.11) 

Remark: If m > 0 (the massive case), then (1.10) is au
tomatically satisfied because of pEL 2 (Rd

) [more generally, 
we havew ~ApEL 2(Rd

) for all A >0), but, in the case m = ° 
(the massless case), this is not true. 

For} = 0,1, we introduce the function <I>;f> (z) by 

<I>;f>(z) = ( w(k)jp(k)2 dk, (1.12) 
JRd z -w(k) 

which is analytic in the cut plane 

C m = C" [m,oo). (1.13) 

Let 
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D (jl (z) = aff> - aVlz + O\J J p(k)2 dk + <I>~l (z), 

(1.14 ) 

whereayl, iJ = 0,1, are real constants with aVl > 0, } = 0,1, 
and o\J is the Kronecker delta function. We assume that 

d ~l=afP - aVlm + o\J J p(k)2 dk 

+ <I>~l(m) >0. 

Then it is easy to see that 

D (jl (z) =10, uCm • 

(1.15 ) 

(1.16 ) 

Remark: By renormalizing the parameter afp as 

aff> = aff> + aVlm - o\J J p(k)2 dk - <I>~)(m), 

aff> > 0, 

d ~l can be made positive. 
For technical reasons, we assume the following: 

(AI) (a) sup 1<I>~j)(x-iE)I<oo, 
€>o 

XE[m,oo ) 

(b) inf ID (j)(x - iE) I> O. 
€>o 

XE[m,oo ) 

For sufficient conditions for (AI) to hold, see Appendices A 
and B. 

It follows from (AI) (a) that, for all sufficiently large 
x>O, 

ID (j) (x - iE) I ;;.cx ( 1.17) 

with a constant c> ° independent of E. 

One can show using the theory of the Hilbert transform 
(e.g., Ref. 18) that the limits 

D <f- (x) :=lim D (j)(x ± iE), } = 0,1, 
~ €lO 

(1.18) 

exist for a.e. XE (m,oo), which, by assumption (AI)(b), 
cannot be zero. 

We are now ready to give an explicit form of W(t\,/2 ) 

[resp. Wf3 (1\,/2 )] (up to a constant multiple) which follows 
from Ref. 1: 

W(t\,/2 ) = W(t\ - 12 ), (1.19) 

Wf3 (t\,/2) = Wf3 (t\ - 12), 

with 
( 1.20) 

i p(k)2e~ i/w(k)' 

W(t) = dk, 
Rd w(k) 2ra ID <f- (w(k»)1 2 

)= 0,1, ( 1.21) 
and 

i p(k)2(e(f3~ it)w(k)' + eitw(k)') 
Wf3(t) = dk, 

Rd w(k) 2ra ID<f-(w(k)W(ef3W (k)' -1) 

} = 0, 1. ( 1.22) 

Here r> ° is the parameter in Ho given by ( 1.4) and aER is a 
parameter appearing in b(w ~ rap) and b(w ~ rap) * in the 
interaction HI' and} depends on the form of HI; for example, 
in the model (M1) [resp. (M2), (M3)], we have (r, a, 
}) = (1, 0, 0) [resp. (Mm, (!,P)]. Of course, the con-
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stants aff> and ap) also change according to models: In the 
model (M1) [resp. (M2), (M3)], we have a6°) = W o and 
ajO)=l [resp.a60)=w~ajO), a61)=w~aP)]. In deriving 
(1.21) [resp. (1.22)] with the case m = 0, an additional 
assumption that p2/(w2ra ID <f (w) 12) [resp. 
p2/W2ra + liD <f (W) 12] is integrable near the origin is made. 
Note that, for all tER, Wp (t) -+ Wet) as {3-+ 00 (the zero
temperature limit). 

To make the present paper self-contained, we take for
mulas (1.19)-( 1.22) as the starting point. Therefore the 
reader is not required to have any detailed knowledge in Ref. 
1. 

We shall denote by 7J(x) the inverse function of WI (x), 

w I(7J(x») = x (1.23) 

for x> m. By the inverse function theorem, 7J(x) is differen
tiable and monotone increasing in (m,oo) with 

lim7J(x) =0, 7J'(x) = [w;(7J(X»)]-I, 
xlm 

xE(m,oo). (1.24) 

For a measurable function/on Rd
, we define the func

tion U1 on [0,00) by 

[f](x) = ld_1 dS«()j(x() , XE[O,oo), (1.25) 

where S d - I is the d - 1 sphere and dS is the surface integral 
measure on S d - I. Let 

I(j)(x) = 7J'(X)7J(X)d-Ix j[p2](7J(X»), xE(m,oo). 
( 1.26) 

Since p is continuous by assumption, it follows that I (j) (x) is 
continuous in xE(m,oo). 

As another technical assumption, we take the following: 
(All) There exists a constant ()E(0,1T/2) such that the 

function I(j)(x) has an analytic continuation I(j)(z) onto 
the domain 

Om,l1 = {zEqRez> m, - ()<argz<O} 

with the following properties: 

(a) lim I (j) (x - iE) = I(x), xE(m,oo). 
EIO 

(b) II (j) (z) I <const Izl - qj 

( 1.27) 

for all sufficiently large Izl (ZEOm,l1) with a constant qj ;;;.0. 

I (j) 
(c) lim (m +z) =A~) 

z-O z!'}m) 
zeDO•6 

with constants A ~)"I= 0 and Pj (m) ;;;.0. 
(d) For all sufficiently small Eo>O, 

inf ID (j) (x - iE) - 2i1TI (j) (x - iE) I > O. 
O<E<EH 

xe(m,oo ) 

Remark: As is seen from the definition of!(j) (x)'Pj (m) 
is determined by the dimension d and the infrared property 
of WI' wi, and p. See Sec. IV for an example. 

In order to investigate the decay property of Wet) and 
Wp (t) in a unified way, we introduce the following more 
general function: 
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i / (w(k) )p(k)2e - it.,(k)' 
W(tJ) = dk. 

Rd w(k) 2raiD <f (w(k) W (1.28 ) 

Here/is any meromorphic function in Om,l1 with the follow
ing properties: 

(fI) The number of poles of/(z) is finite. 
(fll) The limit 

lim/ex - iE) =./(x) 
EIO 

exists for a.e. XE (m, 00 ). 

(fIll) sup{lf(z)llzEOm •I1 U(m,oo),lzl;;;.ro}<oo 
with a constant ro> O. 

(flV) lim zam(/)/(m + z) =/m 
z-O 

zeDO,FJ 

with constants am (/)ER and/m "1=0. 

that 

Let 

We now state the main results. We mean by 

g(t) - h(t) 
1- 00 

lim g(t) = 1. 
1-00 h(t) 

B(j) = (D(j)(m) - 2i1TO A (j»DC)(m). m O,p/m) m 

Theorem 1.1: Suppose that 2ra + j + qj + 1 > O. 
(a) Let m = 0 and suppose that 

p/O) - a o(/) - 2ra - j + 1 
~ >Q 

r 

Then 

W(t,j) 
1- 00 rB ff> 

where r(z) is the gamma function. 
(b) Letm>Oand 

Vj =Pj(m) -am(/) + 1>0. 

Then 

( 1.29) 

( 1.30) 

(1.31) 

( 1.32) 

Remark: Under the assumption of Theorem 1.1 in each 
case m = 0 or m > 0, the integral of the rhs of ( 1.28) is abso
lutely convergent. 

As corollaries of Theorem 1.1, we can derive the asymp
totic behavior of W(t) and Wp (t) as t -+ 00 . 

Theorem 1.2 (the massless case): Let m = 0 and 
2ra + j + qj + 1 > O. 

(a) Suppose that 

A
j
=.Pj(0)-2ra- j +l >0. (1.34) 

r 
Then 

A o(j)e - ;'TAj2r (l{.) 
Wet) J t -Aj 

1-00 rB fJ> 
( 1.35) 

(b) Suppose that Aj > 1. Then 
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Proof: (a) We have 

W(t) = W(tJ=:I). 

On the other hand, the functionl (z) =: I obviously possesses 
properties (fI) and (fII) with a o(/) = 0 and 10 = 1. 
Therefore, in this case, we have,uj = Aj • Thus (1.31) yields 
(1.35). 

(b) Let 

1 (z) = ePz'/(ePz' - 1) 

and 

g(z) = 11 (eP", - 1). 

Then we have 

Wf3(t) = W(tJ) + W(t,g). 

It is easy to see that each of 1 and g satisfies (f I) and (f II) 
with a o( I) = ao(g) = r and/o = go = 11/3. Hence we have 
,uj = Aj - 1. Thus we get (1.36) from (1.31). 0 

Theorem 1.3 (the massive case): Let m > 0 and 
2ra + j + qj + 1 > O. Then 

A (j) e - injp}m) + 1)/2r (p. ( ) 1) 
(a) Wet) ~ m J m + 

1_", rP}m) + I m2ra+ j + (r-I)(p/m) + I)B (j) 
m 

Xe- ilm't -p}m) -I. 

X _e ____________ __ 
{ 

(13- il)m' - i17jp}m) + 1)/2 

Bfj,) 

ilm' + i17jp/m) + 1)/2 } +e __ t-p}m)-I. 

Bfj,) 

( 1.37) 

(1.38 ) 

Proof: Similar to the proof of theorem 1.2. 0 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 show that the two-point functions 

decay with a power-law respectively as t - 00. In both cases 
m = 0 and m > 0, the order ofthe decay increases as Pj (m) 
does. On the other hand, the dependence ofthe decay order 
on the dimension d and the infrared behavior of wand p 
comesonlyfrompj(m) [see (1.26) and (AII)(c)]. In par
ticular, it follows from (1.26) thatp.(m) is monotone in
creasing in d. Therefore the higher d becomes, the faster the 
two-point functions decay. 

In the massless case, Theorem 1.2 shows that W(t) de
cays faster than Wf3 (t). On the other hand, in the massive 
case, the order of the decay of W( t) coincides with that of 
Wf3 (t). We note also that, in the massive case, the oscillating 
factors exp( ± itmr) appear in the asymptotic behavior of 
the two-point functions. 

Remark: We have assumed d fj,) > 0 [( 1.15)] to obtain 
Theorems 1.1-1.3. In fact, in the case d fj,) < O,D (j)(z) has a 
simple unique zero VoE ( - 00, m) and the oscillating terms 
proportional to exp( ± ivot) appear in the two-point func
tions. This corresponds to the nondisappearence of embed-
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ded eigenvalues of Ho under the perturbation (in other 
words, the oscillator mode persists under the perturbation) 
(cf. Ref. 7). 

We now try to compare in some detail our results with 
those on the long-time behavior obtained in the other 
works.6 •12,16,17 

In Ref. 16, a phenomenological model based on an aver
aged Langevin equation rather than on a Hamiltonian was 
presented; the correlation function at the inverse tempera
ture /3 is given as 

(q(t)q(O» = f'" dw X" (w) lie - i"", (1.39) 
_"" 1T 1-e-fJIM> 

where X" (w) is the imaginary part of the Fourier transform 
of the response function, 

X" (w) = ~ . yw 
M (w2 _ W~)2 + rw2 

( 1.40) 

with positive constants y (the damping constant) and M 
(the mass of the oscillator) and fl is the Planck constant 
divided by 21T. They showed that, at the zero temperature 
/3 - 00 , the real part S( t) (the symmetrized correlation func
tion) decays as 

fly 1 
Set) ~ ----. (1.41) 

1- "" 1TMw~ t 2 

We can show that this result is a special case of our results: in 
fact, at the zero temperature (/3- 00), one has from (1.39) 

(q(t)q(O» = r"" dw X" (w)1ie - i"". 
Jo 1T 

( 1.42) 

On the other hand, the function W( t) given by (1.21) is 
written as 

W(t) = L"" w(x)r ilx' dx (1.43 ) 

with 

(1.44 ) 

Therefore, by considering the case with m = 0 and r = 1 and 
by setting formally 

w(x) = (fl/1T)X"(X), 

we have at the zero temperature 

Wet) = (q(t)q(O». 

Since X" (x) ~yx/(Mw~) as x-O, we have 

A:!)/B:!' =flY/1TMw~, Aj =2. 

Then, (1.41) follows from (1.35). On the other hand at 
finite temperatures /3 -I > 0, (q(t)q(O» is not of the f~rm 
Wf3 (t) given by (1.22), because the frequency spectrum of 
(q(t)q(O» is equal to the whole real line R as is seen from 
(1.39). [The frequency (energy) spectrum of our models is 
equal to [m, 00 ).] This is a big difference between the model 
under consideration and ours. They also showed that, at fi
nite temperatures, (q(t)q(O» decays exponentially. We re
mark that, if one modifies the correlation function as 

( ) l"" dw· lie - i"" 
q(t)q(O) + = -X"(w) ---

o 1T 1-e-fJII'" 
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or 

[ 
d /ie-iwt 

(q(t)q(O» _ = _ _ :: X" (W) ---
_ " l-e- fJliw ' 

then one gets 

(q(t)q(O» + 
(- i)y . ~ 

1TMw6 t 

(q(t)q(O»_ - :: 4p 
t- "" 11: Wo t 

Namely, (q(t)q(O» ± have a power-law decay. This fol
lows from an application of Theorem 2.1(a) in Sec. II. 

In Ref. 17, a generalized version of the model in Ref. 16 
was considered and a more detailed analysis on the long-time 
behavior of the correlation functions was done. As in the 
model in Ref. 16, the correlation function at zero tempera
ture is a special case of our model and the result on the long
time behavior coincides with ours, at least, up to t -2 order. 
As for the case at finite temperatures, the same remark as 
that concerning the model in Ref. 16 applies. 

In Ref. 12, they start from a discrete version of the mod
el (M2) with respect to the boson degrees of freedom and 
derive the dynamical equation for the position operator of 
the oscillator. Then, they make an ad hoc assumption for the 
memory kernel so that the symmetrized autocorrelation 
function of the fluctuating force per unit mass ct>T (t) and the 
symmetrized autocorrelation function of the particle veloc
ity CDD (t) take the form 

ct>T(t) = fly f"" dw W Pfzw . -....:..:....- coth -- e,wt 

w2 + Y 2 MTR - "" 21T 
(1.45 ) 

and 

C (t) = fly f"" dw w
3 

vv MT R _ "" 21T w2 + Y 
I 

( 1.46) 

respectively, where TR > 0 is a constant. They showed that, 
at finite temperatures, ct>T (t) and CDD (t) decayexponential
ly as t -- 00 and, only in an intermediate time region, display a 
long time tail as const t - 2

• These results do not coincide with 
our results. This is due to the fact that, in the present case, 
the frequency spectrum runs from - 00 to + 00 as is seen 
from (l.45) and (1.46), which is an effect of the symmetri
zation. Let ct>~ + ) (t) and C ~D+ ) (t) be the functions defined 
by the rhs of (1.45) and (1.46) with the integral interval 
replaced by [0,00 ), respectively. Then, we see that ct>~ + ) (t) 
and C ~D+ ) (t) display a power-law decay as 

I ct>~+ )(t) _ i 
t-"" 1TMTRP t 

and 

At zero temperature, we have 
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ct>T(t) = ~ Re {r"" dw 2 w y eiwt } , 
MTR1T Jo w + 
fly {lOO' w

3 

CDD (t) = ---Re dw 2 .;1. 
MTR1T 0 W + r 

X e
iwt 

}. 
Iw2 + (ylrR )[iwl(y - iw)] 12 

By integration by parts and applying Theorem 2.1 (a), we 
get 

(2' ( 1.47) 
t- 00 

( 1.48) 

These results are not given in Ref. 12. 
In Ref. 6, the authors start from the models (MI) and 

(M2) with a discrete boson degrees offreedom and calculate 
the momentum autocorrelation function C(t) of the oscilla
tor 

with 

C(t) = Co(t) + C. (t) 

C.(t) = G(A)cos(At)dA, l "" I 

o efHU-I 

Co(t) =~ roo G(A)e-iA'dA, 
2 Jo 

( 1.49) 

( 1.50) 

( 1.51) 

where G(A) is a function depending on the choice of the 
models (MI) and (M2). The exact form ofG(A) was not 
given and, by assuming that G(A) _Am, they showed that, 
at low temperatures, C. (t) decays with a power law as t -- 00 . 
However, analysis on the long-time behavior of C. (t) at 
nonlow temperatures and of Co (t) (the correlation function 
at zero temperature) was not given. We note that (1.49) 
with (1.50) and (1.51) is exactly of the same form as Wp (t) 
given by (1.22) with m = O. This is easily seen by change of 
variable. Thus we can apply our results and solve the prob
lem left in Ref. 6. One can easily check that our general 
results yield as a special case the partial result on the long
time behavior of C. (t) obtained in Ref. 6. 

The rest of the present paper is organized as follows: In 
Sec. II, we establish a limit theorem on an integral of Four
ier's type. In Sec. III, applying the limit theorem, we prove 
Theorem 1.1. In Sec. IV, we discuss an example of w. In 
Appendices A and B, sufficient conditions for (AI) to hold 
are given. In Appendix C, a necessary condition for expo
nential decay of Fourier transforms is given. 

II. A LIMIT THEOREM 

In this section, we prove a general limit theorem con
cerning an integral of Fourier's type. 

Letgbe a measurable function inL ·(m,oo ),dx). Weare 
concerned with the asymptotic behavior of the function 

GCt) = L"" g(x)e- itx'dx (t>0) (2.1 ) 

as t-- 00, where m;;.O and r> 0 are constants. We assume the 
following: 
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(A-g)m There exists a meromorphic function g(z) in 
Dm •o with the following properties: 

(a) limg(x - iE) = g(x), a.e. xE(m,oo), 
EIO 

(b) For all sufficiently small E>O and every a,b 
E(m,oo)(a<b), 

sup Ig(x - iE) I ..;Ca,b 
a<x<b 

with a constant Ca,b > 0 independent of E. 

(c) For all sufficiently large Izl (zEDm,o) 

Ig(z) I..;C /Izlq 

with constants C> 0 and q> 1. 
(d) g(z) has no poles in {zEDm,ollz - ml <Eo} with a 

constant Eo> 0 and the limit 

lim .!:g~(_m_+.:...-z.:-) 
z-o i"m 

exists with constants gm and.um > - 1. 
Under the assumption (A-g)m' we have the following 

theorem. 
Theorem 2.1: (a) Let m = O. Then 

- ht(p" + \) 12rr( ( + 1) / ) G(t) _ goe .uo r t - (p" + \)/r. 
t--- 00 r 

(b) Let m> O. Then 

Proof: We first consider the case m = O. Let 

h,(z) =e-iIZrg(z), t>O. 

(2.2) 

(2.3 ) 

Then h, (z) is meromorphic in Do. ° . Let E> 0,0> 0 be suffi
ciently small, L > 0 be sufficiently large, and 0 < 00 < 0. Let 
r(E, 0, L, ( 0 ) be the curve in Do,o given by 

U {o - iE + se - iO"I0..;s..;L} 

U{o - iE + LeiUI - Oo..;u..;O} 

with the anticlockwise orientation and D(E, 0, L, ( 0 ) be the 
interior domain of r(E,o,L,Oo)' Let {ak}~= I be poles in 
DO,8" [Nis finite by (Ag)o (b)-(d)]. Then, by applying the 
Cauchy integral theorem to the integral of h, (z) along 
r(E,o,L,Oo) , we get 

L\,(X - iE)dx = 1\,(0 - iE +se- i8")e- iO"ds 

-21Ti L Res(h,(z),a k ), (2.4) 
0kED( E,6,L.8u } 
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where Res(h, (z),ad denotes the residu~ of h, (z) at z = a k 

[ we take r (E,o,L,Oo) so that a k Eir (E,o,L,O) for all k], We 
take 00 to satisfy 0 < rOo < 1T/2. Then we have by (A-g)o-( c) 

for all sufficiently large L with a constant C> 0 independent 
of L. Hence we get 

lim I h, (0 - iE + LeiU)iLeiu du = o. L-ooJ - eo 

For s;;;,so> 0, we have by (Ag)o-(c) 

Ih, (0 - iE + se - i8,,) I ";ae - bs' 

(2.5) 

with constants a > 0 and b> 0 independent of 0 and E. For 
o <s..;so, we have by (A-g)o-(d) 

I h, (0 - iE + se - iO,,) I ..; C 

if.uo;;;'O and 

Ih, (0 - iE + se - iO,,) I..;Cs"" 

if - 1 <.uo < 0, where C> 0 is a constant independent of 0 
and E. Therefore, Ih, (0 - iE + se - iO,,) I is dominated by an 
integrable function on (0,00) independent of 0 and E. Thus 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we get 

lim r'''' h, (0 - iE + se - iO")e - i8" ds 
E,lilOJo 

(2.6) 

Similarly, using (A-g)o-(b)-(d), we can show that 
Ih, (x - iE) I is dominated by an integrable function on 
(0,00) independent of 0 and E>O. Thus by the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem we get 

lim lim roo h, (x - iE)dx = roo h, (x)dx. (2.7) 
1i10 EIOJIi Jo 

Taking the limit L- 00 first, ElO second, and oW finally in 
(2.4) and using (2.5)-(2.7), we obtain 

(2.8) 

with 

(2.9) 

G2 (t) = - 21Ti L Res(h,(z),ad· (2.10) 
QkEDO.61" 

Note that (A-g)o implies that the number of poles of g(z) in 
Do.o" is finite. Hence the sum with respect to the residue in 
(2.10) is a finite one and we have 

(2.11 ) 

with a constant a> 0 and a polynomial pet) in t. On the 
other hand, by the change of variable s- t IIrs, we have 
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G1(t) =- exp[ -1(Se-,O,,)r]g -- e-,O"ds 1 100 

.' (se - iO") . 
t IIr 0 t IIr 

= exp[ - i(se-,O,,)r] 1 100 

. 

t(J.L,,+I)/r 0 

(2.12) 

where 

u(z) = g(z)/ff". 

It follows from (A-g)o-( c) and (d) that, for all s> 0, 

lu(se-iO")I..;;C/(l +s)J.L,,+q<C 

with a constant C> 0 (note that f-lo + q > f-lo + 1 > 0). 
Therefore, by the dominated convergence theorem, we get 
from (2.12) 

lim t(J.L,,+I)/rG1(t) =goI(Oo) (2.13 ) 
1- 00 

with 

J(r) = 100 

exp[ - i(se-ir)r] 

(2.14 ) 

The function ff" exp( - izr) is analytic in 
{ZEC! -1T<argZ<1T, z#O} and, if -1T<r(argz) <0, 
then it decays exponentially as Izl ...... 00. Therefore, by the 
Cauchy theorem, we have 

J(Oo) = J(1T/2r) 

= e - i( J.L" + l)l7l2r1°O e - s'sI-''' ds 

_ e-i(J.L,,+1)1T12T(f-lo + l)/r) 
r 

(2.15 ) 

Combining (2.11), (2.13)-(2.15) with (2.8), we obtain 
(2.2). 

We next consider the case m > O. By the change of vari
able xr ...... x r - mr, we have 

with 

_ xr-lg(xr+mr)1I1 
g(x) = . 

(xr + mr)(r-I)/r 

Therefore, the problem is reduced to the case m = 0; we need 
only,to check that the function g(x) satisfies (A-g)o. 

Letg(z) beg(x) with zin place ofx. Theng(z) is mero
morphic in Do,o and 

limg(x-iE)=g(x), a.e. XE(O,oo). 
EIO 

Hencegsatisfies (A-g)o - (a). 
To prove (A - g)-(b), we note that, for 

O<a<x<b< 00, 

[(x - iE)r + mr] IIr = (xr + mr) IIr 

iE + a(c) 
(xr + mr) (r- 1)/rxi - r 
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as EW. Therefore, by the assumption (A-g)m-(b), we get 

sup Ig([ (x - iE)' + mr] IIr)1 ";;C1 
a<x<b 

with a constant C1 > 0 independent of E. Further, it is easy to 
see that 

I 
(x - iE),- I I sup ";;C2 

a<x<b [(x _ iE)' + mr] (r- 1)lr 

with a constant C2 > 0 independent of E. Therefore we get 

sup Ig(x-iE)I,,;;C3 
a<x<b 

with a constant C3 > 0 independent of E. Thus g satisfies (A
g)o-(b). 

For sufficiently large 14 we have from (A-g)m-(c) 

Ig(z) I..;; constlzl
r
-

I 

Izr + mrl (r- 1)/r(zr + mr)qlr 

const 
";;--. 

Izlq 

Therefore (A-g)o-(c) follows. 
We have 

(zr + mr) IIr -m + m l - rzr/r 

as z ...... O. Hence (A-g)m-(d) implies that g(z) has no poles 
in {zEDo,o 1 Izl < Eo} with a sufficiently small Eo and 

lim _--=g,-(_z ) __ 
z-O zr(J.Lm+ I)-I 

m (I - r) ( J.Lm + I) 
gm 

Therefore (A-g)o-(d) holds with go = gm 

m(\-r)(J.Lm+l)/rJ.Lmandf-lo = r(f-lm + 1)-1. 
Thus we can apply the result in the case m = 0 to g(x) 

and get (2.3). 

III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 

We can write 

W(t,J) = Loo g(x)e- itx' dx 

with 

(x) = f(x)JU)(x) 

g x 2ra + jlD <::? (x) 12 

We shall show that g satisfies (A-g) m in Sec. II. Then 
Theorem 1.1 follows from an application of Theorem 2.1. 

Let 

D<-t)(z) =DU)(z) -21TiJU)(z), ZECm, 

and define 

f(z)JU)(z) 
g(z) = zZra+jD <::? (z)D (j)(z) 

Then, g(z) is meromorphic in Dm,o' Note that D ~ (x) is 
given as 

D ~ (x) = aiJ) - ap)x + OIJ fP(k)2 dk 

+ pf w(k)jp(k)2 dk 
x - w(k) 

+ 21TiJU) (x), 
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where P denotes the principal value. Hence we have 

limDcr(x-iE)=Dcr(x), a.e. xE(m,oo). 
EIO 

Therefore, together with the fact D + (x) = D _ (x), we get 

limg(x - iE) =g(x). 
EIO 

Thus g satisfies (A-g) m-(a). 
Property (A-g)m-(b) follows from (AI) (b), 

(All) (d) and properties off 
By (1.17) and (All-b), we have for all sufficiently large 

Ixl 

inflD cr (x - iE) I>Cx 
E>O 

with a constant C> O. Further, it is easy to see that, for suffi
ciently large Izl with 1m z < - E, zEDm.l1 , 

IDcr (z)I>CElzi. IDU)(z)I>C.lzl 

with a constant C. dependent on E> O. Combining these 
properties with (AI) (b), (All) (b), and (fI), we have for 
sufficiently large Izl (ZED m.l1) 

Ig(z) I <const/lzl 2ra 
+H qj+ 2. 

Since we assume that 2ra + j + qj + 1 > 0, we have 
2ra + j + qj + 2> 1. Therefore, (A-g) m -( c) follows. 

The poles ofg(z) come only for the zeros of D cr (z) and 
the poles off(z). The zeros of D cr (z) are discrete and do 
not accumulate in Dm.l1 . It is obvious that D cr (z) [resp. 
f(z)] has no zeros (resp. poles) in a small neighborhood of 
z = m in Dm.11 [recall that we assume d~) > 0, see (1.15)]. 
As for the asymptotic behavior of g(z) as z--m, we have 

A U)f' 
(z) _ 0 )0 z-2ra- j -ao(f) +Pj(O) 

g z-oD cr (O)D (j)(0) 

in the case m = 0 and 

A (jlj, 
g(m+z) _ m m z-am(f)+p/m) 

z-o m 2ra + iD cr (m)D (j)(m) 

in the case m > O. Therefore, g satisfies (A-g) m -( d). 
Thus we can apply Theorem 2.1 to obtain Theorem 1.1. 

IV. AN EXAMPLE 

In this section we consider an example of (j) and see how 
Pj (m) is determined by the dimension d and the infrared 
property of (j) andp, wherepj (m) is defined by (AIl)-(c). 

Let 

(4.1 ) 

with a parameter A. > ° (see also Appendix A). Then the 
inverse function 1](x) of (j)1 (x) is given by 

(4.2) 

Letpl be a continuous function on [0,00) satisfying 

PI(X»O, XE(O,oo), 

and P be given by 

p(k) =PI(/kl), kERd. (4.3) 

We assume that PI has an analytic continuation PI (z) onto 
the domain DO.l1p with a constant OpE(0,1T12) such that 
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limpl(x-iE) =PI(X), XE(O,oo). 
EIO 

With (j)1 and PI given above, the function I(j)(x) de
fined by (1.26) takes theform 

(4.4) 

where 

(4.5) 

Lemma 4.1: Assume that, for sufficiently large Izl 
(zEDol1 ), 

• p 

I PI (z) I <C Ilzlq( p) 

with constants C> ° and q( p) > ° and that 

1. PI (z) 
Im--=po 

Z_O zy( p) 

with constants y( p»O andpo#O. Suppose that 

q( p)IA. - j + 1 - d 12..1>0 

and, in the case m = 0, 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

( 4.8) 

(d - 2)/2..1 + j + (1-..1)/..1 + y( p)IA.>O. (4.9) 

Then r j
) (x) satisfies (AIl)(a)-(c) with qj given by 

qj=q(p)IA.-j+1-dl2..1 (4.10) 

and 

m=O, 
p,(m) = (d-2)/2+y(p), 

{

Cd - 2)/2..1 + j + (1-..1)/..1 + y( p)IA., 

m >0 (4.11) 

Proof For a sufficiently small 6lE(0,1T12), 1](z) is de
fined and analytic in D m.11 and the image of 1] is included in 
Do 11 • Therefore the function 

• p 

IU)(z) = Vd1](Z)d-2ZH(I-A)/Apl(1](Z»)2 

2..1 
( 4.12) 

is analytic in Dm •l1 . It is obvious that (All) (a) holds. 
For sufficiently large Izi (zEDm•l1 ), we have 

CllzIIIZA< 11](z) I <C2 Iz llI2A 

with constants Ck > 0, k = 1,2, and hence 

II U) (z) I <const Izl - qj, 

with qj given by (4.10). Therefore, (AII)-(b) follows. 
Let m > 0. Then we have 

1](m+z) _ (m(l-A)/AIA.)1/2z Il2 
z-o 

and hence 

PI(1](m + z») - po(m(\ - A)/A IA.)Y( p)IZzY( p)12. 
z-O 

Therefore we get for m > ° 
2V 

I (j) (m + z) _ Po d (m(l -AliA IA.)Y(P) + (d- 2)/2 
z-o 2..1 

X mi + (I - A)/AZY( p) + (d - 2)12. 
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In the case m = 0, we have 

I (j) (z) _ P6 Vd Z(d - 2)/2A + j + (I - A)/A + Y( p)/A. 

z-o 2A 
Thus (AII)-(c) is satisfied with Pj (m) given by Eq. 
(4.11). 0 

Remark: Condition (All) (d) follows from the same 
assumption as in Lemma B 1 (see Appendix B). 

It is interesting to compare the decay order of W(t) in 
the case m = 0 [i.e., Aj given by (1.34)] with that in the case 
m > 0 [i.e.,pj (m) + 1]. By (4.11), we have 

Pj(O) = pj(m)/A + j + (1 - A)/A, 

where we take m > o. 
Hence we get 

6.j =Aj - (Pj(m) + 1) 

= ((1-Ar)/Ar)(pj(m) + 1) - 2a. 

If 6.j > 0 (resp. 6.j <0), then W(t) with m = 0 decays faster 
(resp. slower) than W(t) with m > O. 

get 

get 

get 

In the models (Ml )-(M3), 6.j is given as follows: 
(Ml): In this case, we have r = 1, a = j = O. Hence we 

6.0 = ((1 - A)/A )(po(m) + 1). 

(M2): In this case, we have r = a = ~,j = o. Hence we 

6.0 = (2 - A)/A )(po(m) + 1) - 1. 

(M3): In this case, we have r = a = !,j = 1. Hence we 

6. 1 = (2 - A)/A )(PI(m) + 1) - 1. 

In the standard case, A is taken as A = ! (resp. 1, 1) in 
the model (Ml). [resp. (M2), (M3)]. Therefore, in this 
case, W( t) with m = 0 decays faster than W( t) with m > 0 
in each model. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

Proof We can write 

<I>~)(x - i€) = (Q£*J(j» (x) + i(P£*J(j», (A4) 

where P£ and Q£ are the Poisson and the conjugate Poisson 
kernel, respectively, 

P£ (x) = d(x2 + ~), QE (x) = x/(x2 + ~), 
and * denotes the convolution. Let <I>~) (x) be the Hilbert 
transform of JU) , 

<I>(j) (x) = P --.J!l ds. f 
J(j) 

P x-s 

Then, by the assumption JU) Elf (R) and a general theorem 
[e.g., Ref. 19 (Chap. VI, Lemma 1.5)], we have 

QE*J(j) = PE*<I>~)· 

Further, condition (A2) implies that <I>~)(x) is continuous 
in XER with <I>~) (x) -0 (lxi- 00) and hence, in particular, 
<I>~) is bounded [e.g., Ref. 18 (§S.IS)]. Similarly, it follows 
that JU) (x) is bounded. It is well-known (or easy to prove) 
that 

I (PE */) (x) I "' 1Tllfll 00 

for all/a 00 (R). Therefore, we get 

I (QE*J (j» (x) I"' 1TII<I>~) II 00 , 

I (PE *J (j» (x) 1 "' 1TIIJ (j) 1100 . 

From these estimates and (A4), we obtain (A3). 0 
Remark: Condition (A2) implies the continuity of 

JU) (x) and hence 

xlm 

A sufficient condition for (A2) to hold is the following 
lemma. 

Lemma A2: Let 

u(x) = 7](X)d-I7]'(X), xE(m,oo), 

and P be given by 

p(k) =PI(lkl), kERd, 

(AS) 

(A6) 

This work was supported in part by the Grant-In-Aid with a continuous function PI on [0,00). Assume that 
63740063 and 62460001 for science research from the Minis-
try of Education, Japan. (a) lim u(x) = 0, 

APPENDIX A: UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS OF «I>~j)(X-iE) 

In this appendix, we consider a sufficient condition for 
<I>~j)(z) to satisfy (AI)(a). We define thefunction J(j)(x) 

onRby 

J(j)(x) = x , 
{
I (j).( ) 

0, 
x>m, 

x",m, 

where I (j) (x) is given by (1.26). 

(Al) 

Lemma AI: Suppose that J (j) is in L peR) with some 
pEe 1, 00 ) and satisfies the Lipschitz condition 

IJ(j)(x + h) - J(j)(x)1 <K Ih la (A2) 

uniformly in x, as h - 0, with constants aE (0,1) and K> o. 
Then there exists a constant C> 0 such that, for all XER and 
€>O, 

(A3) 
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xlm 

(b) 7](x) _C."x8(.,,), 

u(x) _C
u
x 8(U), 

PI (x) -Cpx - 8(pl, 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

as x- 00, with strictly positive constants C.",Cu , Cp' 8(rj}, 
8(u), and 8(p). 

(c) For all sufficiently smallih 1<1 (hER) 

17](x + h) -7](x)I",P.,,(x)lh 1£('1), xE(m,oo), (AlO) 

lu(x + h) - u(x) I "'Pu (x) Ih IE(U), xE(m,oo), 

Ipl(x + h) -PI(x)I",Pp(x)lh IE(Pl, XE[O,oo), 

(All) 

(AI2) 

with strictly positive constants €(7]), €(u), €(p), and non
negative polynomially bounded continuous functions P.", 
P u , and Pp on R. Suppose that 

28(7])8(p) - 8(u»0, (AI3) 

sup P
u 
(x)xj - 28(Tf)8(p) < 00, (AI4) 

x>m 
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sum Pp(1J(x) )P1/ (x)E(p)xi+ Il(u) -1l(1/)Il(p) < 00. (AI5) 
x>m 

Then, (A2) holds . 
. Proof Letx;;;.m and Ih I < 1 be sufficiently small. We set 

]<.i) (m) =0. Then we have 

JU)(x + h) - JUl(x) 

=IU)(x+h) -IUl(x) 

= Vd(FI(x,h) +F2(x,h) +F3 (x,h»), 

where Vd is given by (4.5) and 

FI(x,h) = (u(x + h) - u(x»)(x + h)jPI(1J(X»)2, 

F 2(x,h) = 8 IJ u(x)PI(1J(x»)2h, 

F 3 (x,h) = u(x + h)(x + h)j[PI(1J(x + h») + PI(1J(X»)] 

X [PI(1J(X + h») - PI(1J(X»)]. 

(In the case x = m, we take h > 0.) By the assumption, we 
can estimate as 

(xi + 1 )Pu (x) Ih IE(U) 
IFI (x,h) I <const , I + X21l(1/)Il(p) 

xll(U)lh I 
1F2(x,h) I <const , I + X21l(1/)Il(p) 

IF3 (x,h) I 
(l + X)Il(u)+jp (1J(x»)P (x)E(P)lh IE(1/)E(P) 

<const p 1/ 
(I + XIl(1/)Il(p» 

These estimates together with (A13)-(AI5) imply (A2). 
In the case x < m, (A2) trivially holds. 0 

We conclude this section with an example of W I and P I' 
Let WI be given by (4.1). We suppose that AE(O,I]. 

Then, u (x) defined by (A 5) takes the form 
x(\ - A)/A(X IIA _ milA.) (d - 2)12 

u(x) = ---~---....:...---
2A 

_ x(\ - A)/A
1J

(X)d - 2 

2A 
(AI6) 

where 1J(x) is the inverse function of WI [see (4.2)]. If 
d> U, then we have 

X(d- 2A)12A 
1J (x) _XI12A u(x) -----

, 2A 
(AI7) 

as x -+ 00 and hence (A 7) and (A8) hold. 
To prove (AlO) and (All), we first note the following 

elementary estimate. 
Lemma A3: Let a > O. Then, for all sufficiently small 

E> 0 and I hi> 0, 

l(x+h)a-xal<C(l+xa-E)lhI E, x;;;'O, (AI8) 

with a constant C> 0, where, in the case x = 0, we take h > O. 
Proof' It is sufficient to prove (A 18) for h > 0 and x > O. 

Let DE(O, 1) be fixed and x;;;.h 18. Then we have h Ix<8 < 1 
and hence 

(x + h)a = xa(l + h Ix)a<xa(1 + C(h Ix») 

with a constant C> O. Therefore we get 

0< (x + h)a - xa<Cxa(h Ix) 
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In the casex<h 18, we have 

0< (x + h)a - xa<{(l + lI8)a + lI8a}h a. 

Thus (AI8) follows. 0 
Lemma A4: Let 1J(x) be the inverse function of WI [see 

( 4.2) ]. Then, for all sufficiently small € > 0 and I hi, we have 

11J(x + h) -1J(x) I <const( 1+ X(II2A) - E) Ih IE (AI9) 

for the case m = 0, and 

11J(x + h) -1J(x)l<const[x(\ -A)!2A 

+ (XIIA _ milA) (\12) - "x( 1- A)EIA] Ih IE 

(A20) 

for the case m > O. 
Proof' We first consider the case m = O. Then we have 

1J(x+h) -1J(x) = (X+h)1/2A_XIl2A, x>O. 

Therefore, by Lemma A3, we get (AI9). 
Let m > 0 and m > h > O. Then we have 

1J(x + h) < {X IIA (1 + C(h Ix») - m IIA}1 12, x;;;'m, 

with a constant C> O. Therefore, we get 

0< 1J(x + h) - 1J(x) <x(\ - A)12A{(X + Ch) ti2 - X 1/2} 

with 

X = (X IIA _ m IIA)X(A - \)/A. 

Therefore, using Lemma A3, we get (A20). 0 
WeintroduceafunctionO+(x) on [0,00) by 

O+(x) = {I, x>O, (A2l) 
0, x=O. 

Lemma A5: Let u be given by (AI6). 
(a) Letm = 0 and d;;;.U. Then, for all sufficiently small 

€ > 0 and I hi> 0, 

lu(x + h) - u(x) I 
<const(I + 0+ (d - U)X(dl2A> - I -llh IE, 

x;;;'O, (A22) 

(b) Let m > 0 and d;;;.2. Then, for all sufficiently small 
€>Oand Ih 1>0, 

lu(x + h) - u(x) I 

<const{I + 0+ (d - 2)(x + I )[d- 2 - 2AE+ 2(\ -A)E]12A 

+ 0+(l_A)X(d-2A-2E)!2A}lh IE, x;;;.m. (A23) 

Proof (a) The case d = U is trivial, since we have 
u(x) = lilA. Let d> U. Then, we have 

u(x + h) - u(x) = (l/U){(x + h)(d-2A)!2A 

Therefore, applying Lemma A3, we get (A.22). 
(b) We prove (A.23) only in the case d> 2 and 

o <A < 1. The other cases are easier. We write 

u(x + h) - u(x) 

= (lIlA) [(x + h)(\ - A)/A - x(\ -A)/A ]1J(x + h)d- 2 

+ (lIU)X(\-A)IA(1J(x+h) -1J(x») 

d-3 
X L 1J(X + h)d- 3 - i1J (X)i. 

i=O 
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Then, LemmasA3,A4, (A.19),and (A.20) give (A.23). 0 
Lemmas A4 and A5 show that (A. to) and (A.II) hold. 
As for PI' one can easily find a number of examples 

which satisfy the conditions required. For example, one can 
take functions of the form 

PI(X) = Q(x)/[1 +P(x)], x;;;'O 

where P(x) and Q(x) are polynomials with positive coeffi
cients and deg P - deg Q> 0 is sufficiently large. 

APPENDIX B: ESTIMATE FOR I[JOJ(x-iEJl 
In this appendix, we consider a sufficient condition for 

(AI)(b) to hold. 
Lemma Bl: Suppose that p(k) > 0 for all k#O. Then, 

under the assumption in Lemma AI, (AI) (b) holds. 
Proof We have 

D <!l (x) = aiP- ap)x + ~IJ f p(k)2 dk 

+ ~~)(x) + i1r/ U) (x). (BI) 

As stated in the proof of Lemma AI, ~~) (x) is continuous in 
xERand 

(B2) 

as Ixl- 00. Therefore D <!l (x) is continuous on R. [For 
x < m, D <!l (x) = DU) (x).] By the Remark after the proof 
of Lemma A 1 and condition d r:,) > 0 [see (1.15) ], we have 

inf ID<!l (x)1 >0 
x';m+fj 

with some constant ~ > 0 and hence, taking (1.16) into ac
count, we get 

inf 
£>0 

xe[m.m + fj) 

ID U) (x - iE) I> O. 

It follows from (B l) and (B2) that 

ID <!l (x) I;;;.const x 

(B3) 

for x;;;.R with a sufficiently large R > O. Combining this esti
mate with (1.16), we get 

inf ID w(x - iE) I> O. (B4) 
£>0 

The positivity of P together with that of 71 and 71' implies that 

inf /U)(x) >0. 
fj.;x.;R 

Hence we have 

inf ID<!)(x)1 >0, 
fj.;x.;R 

which, together with (1.16), gives 

inf ID U)(x - iE) 1>0. (B5) 
£>0 

fj.;x.;R 

Estimates (B3)-(B5) yields (AI) (b). 

APPENDIX C: A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR 
EXPONENTIAL DECAY OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS 

o 

In this section, we give a necessary condition for the 
Fourier transform/(t) of an L 2(R) function/(x) to decay 
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exponentially as t - 00 and hence a sufficient condition for/ 
under which/ does not decay exponentially. 

Proposition CJ: Let/#O be in L2(R) and/(t) be the 
Fourier transform off, 

A 1 Joc /(t) =-- e-itx/(x)dx, fER. 
.J2ii - oc 

Suppose that there exist positive constants C> 0 and a> 0 
such that, for all fER, 

(Cl) 

Then, suppf, the support off, equals the whole real line R. 
Proof [cf. Ref. 15 (§7.3, Theorem 3.3)] It follows from 

(C.l) and a general theorem [e.g., Ref. 3 (§9.3, Theorem 
9.13)] that/ex) has an analytic continuationj(z) to the set 
Sa == {zl 11m zl < a}. Suppose that supp / # R. Then, the set 
A = Rlsupp/is an open set in R and/(x) = 0 for all xEA. 
Hence j(z) = 0 for all zEA. Therefore, it follows from an 
elementary property of hoi om orphic function that/(z) = 0 
for all zESa • But this contradicts the assumption that /(x) 
does not vanish identically. Thus supp/must be equal to R. 

o 
From Proposition C.1, we have 
Corollary C2: Let g # 0 be in L 2 (R) and put 

Ga•b (t) = i b 

e - itXg(x)dx. 

Suppose that - 00 ,a < b < 00 or - 00 < a < b, 00. Then, 
Ga•b (t) does not decay exponentially as If 1- 00. 

Proof We need only to apply Proposition Cl with 

/ = .J2iiX[a.b 19, where X[a.b I is the characteristic function on 
[a,b]: X[a.b I (x) = I, xE[a,b]; X[a.b I (x) = 0, XEl[a,b]. 0 
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